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Introduction

Scripture is a literary text made up of a diversity of genres and language uses. As a result, biblical interpreters have quite rightly worked with and been influenced by, various theories of language. However, in view of the scepticism implicit in some of these theories, uncritical acceptance may result in unwarranted suspicion concerning the capacity of Scripture to communicate truths about God, the world, and the self. What perspectives on language theory are to be considered useful or dangerous for the faithful art and act of biblical interpretation? How might Christians respond to the driving polemics attached to the current intrigue and infatuation with language? These exceedingly pertinent questions require the careful attention of christian scholarship should it wish to learn from, but also eschew the perils of, the medley of language theories on offer,

In the contemporary arena of debates about language one is faced with a puzzling question: what is a theory of language? Is it even a possibility, without recourse to a horizon past its own boundary? How is one to talk about language in a post-Pentecost, post-structuralist, post-modern, and now allegedly post-christian world?

According to one commentator, language is a sort of labyrinth playfully deferring meaning, while another argues it is a series of signs which refer only to themselves, eventually leading to an endless erring. 'Meaningless, Meaningless, Everything is Meaningless' reads one translation of the words from the famous work of Ecclesiastes. Perhaps, 'Language, Language, Everything is Meaningless Language' resonates an uptodate echo of this age old commentary. All language is suspect and void of meaning. Such a plot may well describe the current state of language theory and what has been referred to as the linguistic turn in philosophy, literature, theology, and hermeneutics.

The subject of language has undergone intense investigation and become a central topic of
debate within each of the disciplines mentioned above. Language has been understood to be ordinary, scientific, or religious. It has also been suggested that language is language and is grounded in nothing other than language. There has been the claims, among others, that language is God, a gift of God, and that language is man. Questions of the origin, essence, and function of language have come under piercing examination and a raging discussion has ensued which has led to a variety of perspectives and conclusions that have had an impact on biblical interpretation.

In this chapter I shall not undertake the task of dealing with the breadth and diversity of the language debates and problematics. I should like rather to address two basic, yet complicated questions related to language theory and Scripture. First, the division between religious language and other language and second, in the light of this, whether Scripture should be read as any other book or in a special manner.

1) Religious Language versus Other Types of Language

Are ordinary language and religious language rivals? Scientific language a panacea? God language a mysticism? Anthony Thiselton points out:

whereas the heart of the problem of religious language has traditionally been perceived to lie in its distinctively 'religious' character, especially since around 1967 the deepest problems of religious language are perceived to lie in the opaqueness and deceptiveness which supposedly characterize all language.

In the context of this discussion, religious language is considered by some to be non-sense. A requisition of special pleading is often thought to be necessary if it is going to have a legitimate place in the world and language. In response to this radical separation and a privileging of ordinary or scientific language, religious language advocates may aim to enlarge the horizons of language so that religious language can be included as cognitive, or at least in some sense meaningful, without however dealing with the 'all' language problematic. The inordinate disjunction between two types of language seems to have been left intact in this scenario and it is this that I would like to explore further.

Since the time of what has been referred to as positivism and perhaps even long before, religious language has often been viewed as completely separate from other categories of language. The early work of L. Wittgenstein, followed by A. J. Ayer and others, privileged a verificationist view. Language needed to be defined according to strict empirical requirements. As Ayer is a major protagonist of this notion, especially concerning religious language, his position is worth citing at length:
To test whether a sentence expresses a genuine empirical hypothesis, I adopt what may be called a modified verification principle. For I require of an empirical hypothesis, not indeed that it should be conclusively verifiable, but that some possible sense-experience should be relevant to the determination of its truth or falsehood. If a putative proposition fails to satisfy this principle, and is not a tautology, then I hold that it is metaphysical, it is neither true nor false but literally senseless.

For since the religious utterances of the theist are not genuine propositions at all, they cannot stand in any logical relation to the propositions of science.

And if 'god' is a metaphysical term, then it cannot be even probable that a god exists. For to say 'God exists' is to make a metaphysical utterance which cannot be either true or false,

.... to say that something transcends the human understanding is to say that it is unintelligible. And what is unintelligible cannot significantly be described. But if one allows that it is impossible to define God in intelligible terms, then one is allowing that it is impossible for a sentence both to be significant and to be about God.19)

Ayer's concoction of an effacing of metaphysics and an embrace of scientific - positivistic analysis attempts to render religious language non-sense. This point of view has undoubtedly contributed to the trend of a denial of metaphysics in any form,20) as well as to a general suspicion towards the referential capacity of all language in the wake of its failure, yet the contemporary version of this rejection and scepticism is more entangled in theories of language than in scientific - empirical presuppositions per se.

It has become indispensable in the light of this emphasis on language theory and its relation to God, Scripture, metaphysics, and intelligibility, among other issues, that those who practice biblical hermeneutics be aware of how theories of language are intertwined with and have an influence on the task of biblical interpretation. Language theory is connected to a view of the world and reality that is often the underlying force behind such a theory.21) As this is the case, it is essential that christian interpreters of Scripture be encouraged to re-think language theories, including their own, in the recognition that such theories have a premise which is connected to a world-view.22) How does a view of the world 'count' when it comes to a language-view? World-view analysis will not inevitably decide if a language theory is God affirming or denying, yet world-view considerations will give some useful indications as to the merit, or lack of thereof, of a language theory for the christian art and action of interpreting God, the world, and the self. Responsible christian scholarship will endeavor to detect which world-views are attached to which theories and whether or not these are hermeneutically in accord with Scripture.

There is no question today of whether Ayer's language theory, or his world-view for that
matter, were justifiable. They have been rightly critiqued and one would suppose bypassed on the grounds that the verification principle itself is non-empirical. However, what interests me at this stage is not the validity of the critique, but the powerful residue of the theory that seems to remain in spite of it. One still finds, for example, as influential a scholar as Paul Ricoeur generally accepting that there is an unmitigated difference between religious language and other language, although he forcefully joins the critique of the positivist position in other respects. In my opinion, Ricoeur is a scholar who attempts to make religious language credible within what he sees as a 'process of secularization,' a world of technical, factual, and scientific language. In some sense I share his evaluation and a concern over the loss of the sacred, yet differ in the way to address the problem. His argument is that religious language has a right or even a priority over other language and therefore has at least a legitimate place along side it. This view however, assumes that other language types are unable to speak God and this leaves Ricoeur reducing God language to the poetic-symbolic. On the issue of religious language, it is argued that Ricoeur's orientation is more anthropological (human possibilities), than theological (about God).

A variety of responses to Ayer and those who adopted similar views of language have developed, but I shall briefly focus on only two of them. In her influential book Metaphor and Religious Language, Janet Martin Soskice points out two such ripostes that influenced biblical interpretation: christian empiricism and idealism.

According to Soskice, christian empiricism was proposed by Ian T. Ramsey who attempted to show that religious language was cognitively credible on the basis of empirical arguments, which would in turn in his opinion, lead to the re-animation of metaphysics. Ramsey recognized that if this was to happen there needed to be an adequate explanation of reference in religious language. One of the ways he formulated this was in terms of 'cosmic disclosure' affirming that this type of confrontation might function in a positive manner for objective reference and claims of transcendence. One of Ramsey's difficulties in this project was being too empirical, or at least being inconsistent with his empirical orientations. Soskice states:

His difficulty is this - he relies on his empiricism to ground his reference, but he is not justified in terms of the same empiricism in developing the 'disclosure event' with models of God as husband, king, landlord, shepherd, or judge. The disclosure is simply a point of reference with no content and, to be consistent with his empiricism .... Ramsey should restrict his claims to what is observable, but this he plainly does not wish to do.

If there is no reason why Christians should eschew empirical reference claims, it is crucial however that they recognize any exclusive focus on them leads to reductionism, which in turn diminishes the broader based assertions of Scripture that God communicates in a diversity of
ways. An over-emphasis on solely empirical concerns results in biblical interpretation being forced into a frame that is unable to contain the picture. Ramsey sought to establish the cognitive character of religious language in the midst of the era of positivism and falsification, rather than questioning the validity of the world-view presuppositions underlying the claims that there was a valid exclusivity between religious language and other types of language in the first place.

Soskice argues that with the failure of empiricist theology, and in the face of scepticism towards cognitive models or claims for religious language, one may find something of an explanation for an idealist thesis. In her opinion, this relates to a broad point of view which can characterize religious language as personal, affective, or evocational. Religious language, it is thought, has an impact in an existential sense as it addresses the human situation, but it does not 'depict reality.' Such language has some form of anthropological merit, but it is theologically empty. In this context, the transcendent – immanent God of Scripture disappears behind a cacophony of fictive or human constructs which are continuously recycled as they fail to have any capacity to refer outside themselves. God is so far away that language can never begin to speak God. Biblical interpretation risks becoming a shadow desperately in search of a form that lacks any stability.

The problematic, as I see it, is that both of these developments accept the fundamental division between religious language and other types of language. Christian empiricism seeks to respond to positivistic empiricism with empiricism on its own terms, attempting to observably show that religious language is just as meaningful and cognitive as other language. Idealism argues that there is no need to respond to empirical claims and criteria as religious language should not have to measure up to such demands. In being freed from these requirements religious language may speak in an entirely different way, hence there is no need to seek to justify it as cognitive or even referentially meaningful.

In the light of the weaknesses in these two responses to Ayer and his view of language, which in some sense remain relevant in our own context, Soskice appeals to and calls for a theological realism. While not agreeing with all her arguments and conclusions, she has done much to advance the language discussion. I shall sketch out below a somewhat different angle on theological realism and its application to language.

Does the embracing of an exclusive division between different types of language force biblical scholarship into choosing between the false options of religious language versus other categories of language? In my opinion, a theological perspective contributes to a unifying of language that does not discount its diversity. On this account, theology legitimately addresses the issue of the 'all' language problematic. This can be framed in an 'either-or' manner. Scripture makes a powerful and pivotal proposal: God is there as opposed to not being there. If God is there, this then opens the possibility of a 'both-and' paradigm for the world and language that may be
described in the following way.

Scripture, for example, affirms that God exists both outside the world and language use (transcendent), and also that God comes into the world and language use through speaking in creation, to people, and through Christ (immanent). There is no warrant to collapse these two truths into one, nor is it necessary to wholly distinguish them, as in one fashion or another empiricism and idealist notions tend to do. A definite tension embedded on the level of God and the world, language, and human beings, points toward the possibility of a relation-distinction between the identity of God and language. Tension in this Scriptural sense is to be embraced, not rejected. To say it another way, God is outside - beyond language, but can be said inside - within language. This is precisely because God in Scripture is revealed in language, although never confused with it. The point here is that God is not reduced to language, but is both related to and distinct from it as God, hence the relation-distinction tension. Furthermore, I would argue this holds true for the world and for human beings. God is both related to the world as creation, and also distinct from it as God and, God is both related to human beings, and also distinct from them as God.

A Scriptured portrayal of this tension relates to daily life, the land, work, justice, economics, social contexts, etc. The Scripture writes to the whole of life not some sequestered area designated 'religious.' Whether scientific, ordinary, or religious, 'all' language has a capacity, in a meaningful, referential, dynamic manner, to point back to the Creator who made the world and human beings as images of God. Particles, quarks, atoms, and rock, fortress, shelter may all recount something of the complexity and character of God the Creator. Why should any of these, in their specific contexts, be prohibited from referring to God in a general context? What is one to make of the most sophisticated geometrical language formulations? Why should they be forbidden from having the Creator as their referent? Such language types, while often used in specific scientific or mathematical contexts, may also refer to God in a more general creational perspective. As the world is not merely one's own but God's, language boundaries can be refigured. Scientific and religious languages are not so absolutely divided as Christians may often have been led to suppose. They are both related and distinct on a creational level. What I want to stress here, from a Scriptural perspective, is that language is creational in that it enters the world through the world's createdness. As the world is given by God, so is language. Human language in the world then, refers back to its Creator and is first of all an attribute of the speaking God who is revealed as the Great Speaker.

On a creational register language is language, as for example, experience is experience. While it is true there are distinct types, this does not signify that one type is utterly disjointed from the other on the level of language or experience. All language has cognitive and non-cognitive, literal, metaphorical, analogical, private and public spheres which are related to and dependent on the contexts in which language is used.
The perspective of the relatedness of all language then, on the level of creation, does not necessitate an obliterating of distinctions. Language games or understanding the world as linguistic may, in some sense, be viewed positively from a Christian standpoint. There is no question that there are different types of language use and that these are relevant in their own specific contexts. Distinctions may be perceived as a good thing and a beautiful dimension of creativity. What often happens however, is that these contexts are thought to become the totality of language, thereby negating any horizons larger than their own network or language game. If this is the case, language becomes the sole vehicle for understanding, explanation, and new understanding, rather than one important, but not comprehensive reality-world identifier.

If there is no referent outside of one's language games, networks, and the linguisticity of the world the hermeneutical circle is indeed vicious and not productive.

A major difficulty concerning the problematic of 'all' language, in my opinion, resides in this previously described claustrophobia. That is, there is supposedly no way out of distinction. One is caught within a web of distinct language uses that never relate or cohere. Each language game has only its own specific rules which are not subject to any general ones. In this plot distinction reigns, and relation is underplayed or even thought to be non-existent. Yet for all the supposed flexibility here the result is disconcertingly one dimensional.

The problem is not with distinct language categories per se, but with not re-connecting the distinctions to relatedness and viewing both as emanating from God the Creator. The fascinating intricacy of both relation and distinction, in finding its raison d'être in the being, character, and complexity of God, must be allowed to play itself out in a positive 'both-and' tension, which better explains the world and the phenomena of language than reductionistic polarizations. The creator God, who is capable of creating the universe in all its complexity, explodes such reductionism in having spoken open the world for investigation, creativity, participation, and discovery, which in turn produces language use of both a related and a distinct manner.

This framing of God's transcendence and immanence, in spoken penetration of the created world, opens up possibilities for an 'all' language perspective through a creational context. This is embedded in the Creator-creature relation-distinction (Gen, 1-2). Furthermore, God's transcendence and immanence spokenly revealed in the saving Word (Jn, 1) and the event of Pentecost (Acts 2) opens 'new' possibilities for language in a salvific context (Eph, 5.1-20).

Perhaps, the great contemporary language debate centers on the answer to the ancient query, 'Did God really say?' (Gen, 3.1). As suspicion reigns over trust, human beings are devastatingly broken, language misfires, communication and relationship are shrouded in obscurity, and left a mere shadow of what they were. God's goal through Christ in vanquishing the latter however, is not focused on a redeeming of language, but on the hope of a transformation of the whole world (Rev. 21.1-27), including people, and through people, language,
communication, and relationship.\textsuperscript{52} This perspective situates language in a creational, salvific, and eschatological context which recognizes its value and importance, without granting it a power or status it does not deserve. Language is continually at the frontiers of language\textsuperscript{53} and is being framed as a traitor when scholars argue that it refers only to itself.\textsuperscript{54}

A crucial task for Christian scholarship, as it aims to faithfully interpret the biblical text, is to make effective and rigorous theological contributions to redraw the boundaries of language theory. I am not intending to say that Scripture presents a detailed philosophy of language, but perhaps biblical scholars have underplayed the possibility that it may provide a paradigmatic worldview perspective that gives an orientation to the world, language, and the whole of life. Al Wolters puts it this way:

It is vitally important to evaluate philosophical, literary, hermeneutical, and language worldviews in the light of the biblical text and in so doing to be better able to elucidate their advantages and disadvantages for the faithful art and action of biblical interpretation.\textsuperscript{56} While it is true, following Wittgenstein, that 'what we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence',\textsuperscript{57} one might complement this with, 'and where we can sufficiently speak we must.'

2) Should Scripture be Read as Any Other Book or in a Special Manner?

There has been a fair amount of lively debate over this question.\textsuperscript{58} The recent Scripture and Hermeneutics Seminar: Third International Consultation, was no exception.\textsuperscript{59} My aim is to address this controversy, in its contemporary context, through an elucidation of what Ricoeur and others have referred to as the question of general and regional hermeneutics, or another way of stating it, philosophical and biblical hermeneutics.\textsuperscript{60} I shall primarily focus on the work of Ricoeur, as in my opinion, it can make a useful contribution to this question. The dispute concerning whether one reads Scripture as any other book or in a special way is intricately linked to the hermeneutical orientations just mentioned and to the discussion of language addressed in the first part of this chapter, Language, reading Scripture, and philosophical - biblical hermeneutics are not entirely unrelated worlds of investigation. While respecting their
differences and in no way attempting to cancel them out, their relationship also needs to be recognized. A polarized viewpoint, without warrant, or a sophisticated synthesis, for its own sake, are in danger of short circuiting the hermeneutical enterprise. Does a creational perspective play a role in this debate? How might a 'both-and' trajectory work its way out with respect to reading the Bible and what are the implications for biblical hermeneutics?

Some have argued that of the two hermeneutical orientations a Christian perspective should privilege a biblical-theological, rather than a philosophical hermeneutics, or even that the way the Bible is read should be the way that all other texts are read. It is often maintained that Ricoeur gives precedence to a philosophical over a biblical hermeneutics. Allegedly, Ricoeur supports his biblical hermeneutics with a philosophical point of view that jeopardizes the true referent of the biblical story. That is, Ricoeur has attempted to reframe the ancient text in more contemporary categories in order to make it compatible with current philosophical concerns and queries.

I would suggest the debate over biblical and philosophical hermeneutics might move toward greater clarity if one remembers to differentiate between a reader's imposition of a general-philosophical hermeneutics and having one in the first place (which may or may not then be modified as a result of reading Scripture). Will an interpreter simply impose the general-philosophical hermeneutic and snuff out the flaming arrow of the sense and referent of the biblical text - God, world, Christ, self and other, etc. - or will this arrow enlighten enough to explain that this is God's Spirit illuminated word, world, creation, not one's own, and thereby transfigure a reader's general-philosophical hermeneutics into a biblical hermeneutics, demonstrating that one is obliged to come under an authority greater than oneself?

There is no doubt a complex interrelationship between philosophical and biblical hermeneutics in the thought of Ricoeur. Does this presume, as Frei and others argue, that he gives more weight to the philosophical? Ricoeur affirms that the philosophical pole begins the movement to the biblical. In his opinion, the same categories of a 'work, writing, world of text, distanciation and appropriation' apply to both poles. However, Ricoeur's position is that in dialogue with the unique character of the biblical text the movement inverses, eventually resulting in the subordination of the philosophical to the biblical. The biblical overpowers the philosophical.

In my view, this is because the explanation of God, the world (God's creation), the human condition (a broken God image), history (God's mighty acts), salvation (Christ), the future (new heavens and earth) are utterly and magnificently unique. The biblical text has the capacity, because of these truths among others, to lead one from understanding, through explanation, to new understanding which culminates in a knowledge of the truth and a saving relationship with God.

On the one hand, Ricoeur's view affirms a hermeneutical motion from the philosophical to
the biblical, while on the other, philosophical hermeneutics gradually functions within the sphere of a text related biblical hermeneutics. I shall briefly focus on three points of this gradual movement in Ricoeur's hermeneutics: a 'confession of faith,' asseverated in the forms of biblical discourse, 'the world of the text' and the 'naming of God.'  

Firstly, Ricoeur views the confession of faith, in the biblical text, as interwoven with its forms of discourse. As a result of this vision, it can be said that the biblical text has a structure, genres, such as narrative, parable, gospel, prophetic, etc., while at the same moment however, it is also a declaration of faith. For Ricoeur, it is precisely this declaration that challenges philosophical hermeneutics, resulting in its eventual surpassing, but not effacing by biblical hermeneutics.

In Ricoeur's argumentation the inversing, and eventual subordinating of philosophical hermeneutics to biblical hermeneutics, comes about through the message or content of the biblical text as expressed in its diversity of forms of discourse. Form and content, in this sense, can be said to synchronize, yet this synchronization does not produce an annihilation of either one or the other. Such is the case because Scripture's content can be identified by the form (narrative, etc.), but the content (God the great actor of deliverance) is not merely the form.

Secondly, 'the world of the text,' as the world of the biblical text, Ricoeur calls this 'thing' of the text, the 'object' of hermeneutics. Hermeneutics, in the first instance, is to be an explaining of the text and the world of the text as a proposed world of possibility and possible habitation. Many texts, it can be said, present a world, but the specificity of biblical discourse, as Ricoeur affirms, is to be found in the emblematic characteristic of its referent 'God' and in the presentation of a new world, new birth, new covenant.

Thirdly, there is a biblical text resistance situated in the fact that in the naming of God, the word 'God', cannot be reduced to a philosophical concept of 'being' as it always says more than this, Ricoeur appeals to the word as presupposing a total context under which, and towards which, all the diversity of biblical discourses gravitate. To understand this word involves a supervening of the arrow of sense orchestrated by God. For Ricoeur, this 'arrow of sense' asseverates a twofold force: firstly, a re-assembling of all the signification generated by the biblical discourses, incomplete though they may be, and secondly, the aperture of a vista that eludes the closure of discourse. The naming of God, in Scripture, relates to God's initiative and objectifying of sense.

According to Ricoeur, on the grounds of these three points among others, regional-biblical hermeneutics becomes the organon for general-philosophical hermeneutics. It seems however, in my opinion, that this can only be confirmed through the Spirit illuminated Scripture and its reader in reading the author's literary act inscribed in the biblical text. This scenario works out in the following way. Every interpreter comes to the Bible with a general-philosophical point of view when they begin to read it, One's reading the biblical text does not make this be the
case, as it is already in place on a creational level before one ever reads Scripture. Yet this reading does count for the reader, not in the sense that one makes the biblical text what it is when read, no more than one makes a car what it is when looking both ways before crossing the street. The reader is always both related to what is read and distinct from it, just as the person crossing the street is related to the car, and distinct from it. The point here is that these relations/distinctions can be said to be true for human beings at the practical level on general hermeneutical grounds, I would argue this is because it is God's world (although it may not always be recognized for what it is), even before one reads the Bible to discover that this is the case. It is nevertheless, the biblical text that explains how and why the world is the way it is. In moving from general to regional hermeneutical grounds there is then an overcoming and re-framing of the general as Scripture explains that this is God's creation. Biblical scholars too often underplay a biblical worldview perspective that frames a place for the scientific, language orientated, and philosophical approaches to the world as it is God's created world. These valid enterprises however, need to be put into dialogue with Spirit illuminated Scripture if they are to have a possibility of both affirming and critiquing their various positions on criteria both related to and distinct from themselves. This is essential if they are to move from understanding, through explanation, to new understanding that it is ultimately God who gives science, philosophy, and language their raison d'être in the first place. As Acts 17:22-34, in a fascinating coup de force affirms, God has created the world and everything in it and it is in God that humans live and move and are.

I would argue Scripture may both be read as any other text, and not be read as any other text, Either a one dimensional forcing, a synthesis that exclusively fuses these two together, or an antithesis that keeps them entirely apart seems inadequate on the level of the complexity of creation. There is interconnection without effacement, The intriguing value of a 'both-and' approach to this question, as has already been argued with reference to language, is that it respects a creational relation/distinction, symmetry-asymmetry dynamic on the register of God, Scripture, the world, and language, which culminates in a tension that neither de-prioritizes the biblical, nor dissolves the philosophical.

All texts are texts and their authors may indicate, in one way or another, that this is God's world, but not all authored texts claim to be revelation illuminated by the Spirit. Even though the former is the case, the Bible remains a special text, not just one of many texts. Authored Scripture's Spirit illuminated recounting of events in history, its theological configuration, its referent God, its creation-salvific-eschatological focus, its canonical form, etc. all render it unique, The Scripture merits being read as a special book. It is still true, however, that the Bible is a text like other texts: genres, work, written, etc. and therefore that it should be read as any other text might be. On one level the Bible is a special book, on another level it is book like any other. This perspective acknowledges a space for both a biblical-regional and a
philosophical-general hermeneutics and a tension between them that is interactive and productive.

My contention is that to force this issue into an 'either-or' where it is not warranted may result in a underlaying of the complexity of Scripture, creation, and the concurrent relation-distinction that has already been developed with respect to the problematic of language. While it is true that the Bible presents God as 'either' there 'or' not there, the Bible is not God and therefore does not 'either-or' frame the question of the Bible being read as a special book or like any other. Perhaps, as with language, a 'both-and' perspective is in order, but if this is the case it must be clear where the relation-distinctions stand.

The relevance of this for biblical hermeneutics moves along the following lines. A biblical world-view presents the hermeneutical venture as a living one in motion. Interpreters are situated in the created world, move to the authored Spirit illuminated biblical text, and potentially move back to the world with a biblical view of it. In other words, there is a movement from understanding, through explanation, to new understanding. However, the trajectory does not end here in a biblical perspective. A living hermeneutics in motion only comes to its realized, yet provisionally mediated closure, when the biblical text is acted or lived out into the world. It is only in this sense that a contribution to the transformation of the world begins and can be brought to finite completion.

Biblical hermeneutics does not culminate with the linking of author and reader or the connecting of the world of text and the world of reader, but with the hermeneutical Spirit illuminated "what" read and Spirit acted on, which has transforming world power as it continues its motion through the text to the reader, and through the reader out into the animate world. It is only when this motion reaches the world, not just the world of the reader, that a living hermeneutics motion is then reanimated back through the hermeneutical circle in a broad sense. The animate world, in its relation and distinction to both biblical text and reader, is a hermeneutical factor that demands consideration. The world of the text and the world of the reader then must finally be in dialogue with the world God has created. This hermeneutics in motion however, is envisaged as stratified, neither static, nor iniquitous. In this context, hermeneutical motion is to be understood as living and having the capacity to affect the world.

While it is true that the goal of understanding and explanation is what has been done in the text, which then for a reader has the possibility of becoming new understanding (Ricoeur's passionate claim), this new understanding also calls for an engagement with God and the world in order to evaluate and cultivate its authenticity. If this is the case, the hermeneutical venture is not entirely a private matter between text and reader, but in addition to this, it relates to the world which is distinct from, yet related to both.

In this sense, the biblical text through its readers, must be acted out into the animate world,
(which speaks back), if anything other than self-transformation is to be hoped for that world, Ricoeur's use of the biblical realities of new covenant, the Kingdom of God, new creation are neither merely poetic possibilities, nor are they solely concerned with self-understanding (they do pertain to and are for both) in the biblical text. Such biblical realities however, also aim at transforming the totality of the world, not merely the one of the reader.

**Conclusion**

The issues of language and reading Scripture addressed in this chapter are indeed something of a minefield. In my opinion, those interested in interpreting Scripture better, cannot afford to avoid the arduous questions that language, philosophy, and hermeneutics pose for biblical interpretation. It is essential to be keenly aware that each of these will have an effect, sometimes positive, sometimes negative, on how one interprets the biblical text. A variety of language proposals, philosophical overtures, or hermeneutical directives are simply anti-God and must be identified and critiqued on their own grounds, without adopting an anti-Christian methodology.

Wolters, Ricoeur, and Thiselton have all pointed out that worldviews are always connected to philosophical perspectives and language theories. Discernment, for a Christian perspective is indispensable, not only when it comes to the evaluation of language claims and philosophical statements, but also with respect to the underlying worldviews that are an integral part of them. The validity of the Christian faith will only suffer should interpreters assume that the minefield is of no concern to them. There remains much work to be done in terms of engaging previous and emergent points of view in all these fields if Christians are going to have a role in developing a theory of language and better ways of reading and living Scripture out into the world.

Language theory, as explained in the Introduction, is much debated in our contemporary context. In some circles, it seems to be all that matters. Everything is language and language is often considered meaningless. It was only a short step from Ayer's overstated and sweeping rejection of religious language to a suspicion of 'all' language.

I attempted to deal with this problematic in Part 1. Religious, scientific, and ordinary language are related to and distinct from each other in God's created world. They are meaningful in their specific usage contexts, but this is because they are related to one another and the world in a general usage context that encompasses them all. I have argued that a creational perspective of language, being intimately connected to God, the world, and the self, opens up a possibility for a new understanding of 'all' language as both related and distinct on the level of creation. Such an orientation intends to confront any absolute division between language types, without forging a synthesis that dissolves distinction. I would wager, on these
grounds, that either/or do not fit a theory of language, because they do not fit a theory of creation in its high degree of complexity.

This proposal was put forward as a theological realism. As one who embraces such a view, my hope is that this conception creates fecund discussion and moves towards an alternative that goes beyond the powerful residue of positivism, which continues to haunt language theory at the present time. Furthermore, it seems to me that there is an inordinate amount of time spent on language introspection. No doubt investigations of this genre have merit to some degree and they are beneficial, yet if such painstaking elucidation never arrives at working its way out of details and questions of language usage, in order to draw some general conclusions about the whole of life, one is in danger of getting lost in the reticulation of language that is never merely the context or referent for itself.

In addressing the question in Part 2 on reading Scripture in a special way or as any other text, I aimed to move a polarized discussion forward. There are those who overplay a general-philosophical hermeneutics, while there are others who overplay a regional-biblical hermeneutics. If one makes the biblical text too general there is a loss of its distinctness from other texts, if one makes it too special there is a loss of its relatedness to other texts. A general-philosophical hermeneutics that underplays regional-biblical hermeneutics is to be faulted for its comprehensiveness, which has the tendency to envelop Scripture within the context of all other books. While it is true the Bible is a text, it is a text unlike any other. A regional-biblical hermeneutics that underplays general-philosophical hermeneutics is culpable for its narrowness, which has the tendency to focus on the Bible as solely a special book that deals with theology. Granted, Scripture is theological, yet it relates to the interpretation of the world, the self, and the whole of life, not just theology. It seems to me there is room for critique and embrace on both sides once one takes into consideration a possible both-and proposal that respects relation-distinction. The problem resides in assuming an either-or approach on the question where it is not warranted by the biblical text. Clearly, in other cases this type of approach would be entirely acceptable, even obligatory.

In addition, this assumption unwittingly or perhaps otherwise, attempts to resolve too early the tension that exists at a diversity of levels in the hermeneutical process. A diminution of tension on this question, in my opinion, incurs the risk of being reductionistic and therefore entirely excluding one hermeneutical dimension from the other. Scripture, as far as I can tell, itself points beyond itself to resolution, but for the present tension remains. A position of relation-distinction, on such questions, seems to correspond better with Scripture than polarizations.

It is crucial, in the end, to not leave biblical hermeneutics in the text or with the reader, but to view it in motion and relevant to the whole of life. As interpreters begin in and with the world, this too is where biblical hermeneutics must provisionally and in a finite manner reach
its summation, This orientation does not intend to ignore readerly transformation, but only to situate it in a context that is always larger than itself. When one's understanding is modified by the explanation of the biblical text, one's new understanding is to be passionately lived out into the world.
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